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EDITORIAL 
 
Finally, some actual events are finding 
their way back into the Bulletin.  
Bunny Village Community Choir is 
holding outdoor sessions in August, 
ahead of its new season starting in 
September (see p18).  
And also in September there will be the 
first large-scale event with mixing in 
the village since goodness knows when 
- the Christmas lights switch-on in 
2019? - when the FOBS Big Bunny 
Bash takes place at the school (see 
p24).  
This is obviously good news all round - for the groups involved, for 
the village as a whole, and for anyone who might be engaged in 
filling the pages of a monthly village magazine, for example. Let’s 
hope that other groups are back up and running before too long as 
well - although nothing can be taken for granted, especially given 
the latest Covid figures for Rushcliffe (p15). 
Elsewhere in this edition, we have a look at the issue of cutting 
verges, and how often that should take place along the roads 

around the village. Is twice a 
year enough, or should it be 
more frequent? See what two 
people have to say about it on 
p16/17.    
There is an appeal for more 
Neighbourhood Watch 
volunteers on p29; a special 
feature on Six Acre Nurseries 
(left) on p38; and, for anyone 
who finds themselves with an 

excess of courgettes (which is basically anyone who has owned an 
allotment, ever), you will find a recipe for courgette and dolcelatte 
soup on p30.   

The Editor 
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LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS 

SPAR finally opens  
Shoppers visiting Ruddington now have an extra option following 
the opening of SPAR in Wilford Road. 
The store is on the site of the former Sainsbury’s Local, which 
closed on February 6 this year. 
SPAR had originally been scheduled to open there back in March, 
but a spokesman said the opening had been pushed back because 
of legal issues. 
“We unexpectedly experienced legal issues which looked as though 
it might not happen,” he said.  
“We were very disappointed with the situation as we had done lot 
of work prior to this.  
The situation was 
beyond our control 
and it was difficult 
to see what the 
outcome would be.  
“But thankfully 
perseverance paid 
off in the end.  
“We really want to 
apologise to 
everybody in 
Ruddington village 
for the time it took 
to get here.  
“Hopefully everyone will come and support us and we will 
endeavour to provide a service the village expects.”  
The store finally opened its doors on July 9. 
It is open from 7am, seven days a week. Closing times are 7pm 
Monday to Thursday, 8pm Friday and Saturday, and 7pm Sunday. 
Sainsbury’s had originally opened on the site of the former Grices 
of Ruddington electrical shop in 2010. 
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LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS: LATEST NEWS 

‘Refuge’ damaged 
On Wednesday 21st July, around lunch time, a lorry travelling 
south on the A60 collided with the "pedestrian refuge" just 
beyond the Total Service Station. (I call it a “refuge” because I 
don’t know what else to call it.) 
The refuge was totally 
demolished and metal, plastic 
and glass were flung across 
the road and onto the 
pavements at each side. 
Fortunately no-one was 
driving past or on the refuge 
or pavement at the time.   
Local residents and others 
were quickly on the scene and 
removed the detritus from the 
highway and footway. Thank 
you to Julie and the two young men working at the Fairholme 
Farm site, who were quickly on the scene, cleared up the mess so 
efficiently and notified the Highways Department.  
I seem to remember that when this refuge was installed, the 
intention was to stop vehicles straying over the centre of the road 
and colliding with oncoming traffic, as there had been a number of 
such incidents. Indeed, during the few months after its installation 
the refuge was wiped out at least twice  by drivers not expecting to 
see it. It was also stated at the time that it was not intended to be 
a pedestrian refuge, but merely a means of keeping traffic on the 
right side of the road. How one is expected to know this 20 years or 
so down the line, one cannot say. 
The important thing is - don't put yourself, your child, your dog at 
risk by using this as a safe central reservation. It isn't. Just be 
patient and wait until the traffic is clear in both directions. 
 

Kate Hunt 
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Regular readers of the Bulletin will have noticed, under the 
Planning Decision section of the reports on the Parish Council 
proceedings, that the Bunny and Bradmore Charities have sought 
and obtained Listed Building Consent from Rushcliffe Borough 
Council.  
This consent is  
to carry out 
works of repair 
and 
refurbishment to 
the almshouses.  
The primary 
work to be 
undertaken is 
the repair to one 
of the dormer 
windows in the 
front elevation 
which has 
deflected. 
The Charities  
are taking the opportunity of carrying out other essential works 
whilst there will be scaffolding around the front and ends of the 
building, including the rebedding of stonework, the repointing of 
the chimney stack and the refurbishment of window frames.  
All works are specialist due to the age and nature of the building 
and have to meet the strict requirements of the Conservation 
Officer of the local authority. 
It will be necessary for scaffolding to be erected around the front 
elevation and the two ends of the building to enable the works to 
be undertaken.  
Due to the nature of the works to be done this will need to be in 
place for approximately two months. It is hoped that works may 
commence around the beginning of August.  

Refurbishment of the Almshouses 

The northern dormer on the almshouses 
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COVID FIGURES HIT RECORD HIGH 
 
The number of positive Covid cases in Rushcliffe hit an all-time 
high in July, peaking (at the time of writing) at 715 cases per 
100,000 in the seven days up to July 17. This compares to a high 
across the whole of Nottinghamshire of 659. 
The figures are, of course, reflective of a much-increased testing 
regime compared to earlier in the pandemic. But it’s noticeable 
that the Rushcliffe figure is considerably higher than the previous 
highs in October 2020 (414) and Jan 2021 (399).  
Government figures also show how many people in Rushcliffe have 
been ‘pinged’ on the NHS Covid-19 app. In the week up to July 14, 
there were 1,643 contact tracing alerts sent to borough residents. 
There were 308 positive test results reported on the app over the 
same period, and 488 negative test results. 

The charities 
wish to assure 
village residents 
that steps will be 
taken to 
minimise 
inconvenience to 
local residents 
during the 
entirety of the 
works, and that 
the scaffolding 
will not block the 
pavement on the 
Loughborough 
Road frontage  
and that free passage will be maintained throughout. 

 
Harry Barr 

Clerk to Bunny and Bradmore Charities  

Roof space inside the almshouses 
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The verges alongside rural roads around Bunny are cut twice 
between spring and autumn every year. Is it the right amount? 
Here two people give their views. 
 
Gordon Dyne from the South Notts Local Group of Notts 
Wildlife Trust wouldn’t like to see verges cut more often than they 
are at the moment: 
 
“Road verges form a significant wildlife resource in Rushcliffe.  
They not only create interconnectivity between woods, reserves, 
but also good habitats in their own right providing food, shelter 
and support for many different invertebrates, small mammals and 
birds etc.  
They can also look good, providing they are not over mown. Verges 
can range from the wide tall grass and cow parsley verges in the 
south of Rushcliffe or the colourful daisy and dandelion flower 
dotted verges found elsewhere, even in villages and urban areas. 
The standard Notts County Council regime in rural areas is a one 
metre wide cut along the road edge 
twice per year (wider on bends and 
junctions). There is a full width verge 
cut once every three years, carried out 
on rotation.  
Overall this is not bad, and reasonably 
in line with Plantlife guidance on a 
mowing regime that has to be a 
compromise between wildlife and road management.  
(In urban areas the cut is normally five times a year, but on at 
least one species rich verge NCC limited the first two cuts to road 
edge only, allowing the majority of the verge to flower.) 
We know that councillors get complaints about verges not being 
cut, so the South Notts Local Group (Notts Wildlife Trust) and 
Rushcliffe Nature Conservation Strategy Implementation Group  
are asking people to contact their local councillors (both County 
and Rushcliffe) and speak up for wildlife-friendly road verges.”  

Should our verges 
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 A resident of Moor Lane who runs along the roads around the 
village thinks that safety should be the number one priority:  
 
“Have a look at the photo here and tell me what you can see.  
With a bit of luck, you might be able to spot a car approaching the 
corner from the opposite direction - but people using our roads 
shouldn’t have to rely on 
luck. 
This particular photo was 
taken on Keyworth Lane, 
but it could have been 
taken on any of the 
smaller roads that 
surround Bunny.  
In recent weeks many of 
them have become so 
overgrown that it is 
impossible to see what is 
coming. 
No-one disagrees that it’s important to provide good habitats for 
wildlife, but that shouldn’t be at the expense of safety. Runners, 
cyclists and walkers use these roads, and I know how difficult it 
can be to see traffic coming.  
On bends, is it safer to stay facing the traffic even if you can’t see 
cars approaching, or to cross to get a better view but then have the 
traffic coming up behind you?  
I’m also a driver as well as a runner, and I can also see how hard it 
is when driving to spot people who are on the road. 
Cutting the verges just twice a year on rural roads seems unsafe to 
me, especially when you look at how long the grass has been 
allowed to grow recently.” 
 
* What do you think? Send your views to the Letters page at 
editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com. 

be cut more often? 
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Well, here we are! Socially distanced on a member’s lawn for our 
first meeting since March 2020 and still not able to sing in the 
Village Hall as “amateur choirs in England may only gather in 
groups of six people indoors”. Only 10 of us, as you can see, as some 
of our members are still shielding.  

However, we would love to take the opportunity to invite anyone 
who fancies a bit of a sing to join us for an open-air session or two 
in August, before we start our new season in September.  
 
When?  Thurs evenings in August (5th to 26th), 7–8pm. 
Where?  White House, Moor Lane, Bunny 
Cost?   First session free – subsequent sessions £5 
How?   Just turn up at about 6.50pm for a 7pm start 
Cancellation If raining, call or text 07443 494874 to check 
Enquiries  0115 915829  
 
Social distancing is observed and you must have had your 2 Covid 
jabs. And please BRING A CHAIR! 
 

Kate Hunt 

BUNNY VILLAGE COMMUNITY CHOIR 
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KEYWORTH 
 
8th-14th Three thefts of confectionary from Co-op in Wolds Drive, 
  suspects identified and dealt with. 
10th  Damage caused to fence panels at Keyworth FC.  
21st  Theft from Co-op in Wolds Drive. 
23rd  Female entered Co-op in Wolds Drive, hid items about  
  person and left without paying.  
   
REMPSTONE 
 
5th  Damage caused to a Grade II listed pillar on the site of  
  the village hall, whereby bricks were removed.  
 
STANTON ON THE WOLDS 
 
18th  Damage to motor vehicle in Melton Road. 
 
TOLLERTON 
 
9th  Suspect filled up with £98.50 of fuel at Shell petrol  
  station and left without paying. 
 
WIDMERPOOL 
 
27th  Burglary in Fosse Way while occupants were away;  
  unknown offenders performed search of bedroom. 
 
 
There were no crimes reported in Bradmore, Bunny, Costock, 
Plumtree or Willoughby-on-the-Wolds. 
 
 
PC Kelly Carlile (07725 925330) and PCSO Lee Sampson (07702 
141707).  

CRIMES IN JUNE  
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BBUNNY PARISH  
Minutes of  the annual meeting of the parish council held in 

the Village Hall on Thursday June 17  
 
Couns. Nigel Sutton (Chairman), David Beckford, John Alldred, 
Chris Rogers, Maria Webb, Izumi Featherstone, Dick Wilson. The 
clerk Mike Elliott and Coun. Reg Adair (Notts County Council and 
Rushcliffe Borough Council) were in attendance. 
 
Apologies for absence Coun. Steve Stubbs.  
 
Report from the district and county council member 
Coun. Adair said there was not a great deal happening at either of 
the councils. The ongoing matter of Covid-19 was obviously a major 
item and the situation was being carefully observed, The Borough 
continued to deal with planning applications that were submitted 
but for Bunny the numbers seemed to be consistently low. 
 
Covid-19 matters 
The clerk said members were obviously aware that the 
Government have extended the date by which they hope to 
withdraw all restrictions, from June 21 to July 19. The existing 
restrictions involving the council and its work were not affected by 
the change. The number of people affected by the virus in 
Rushcliffe were the highest in Nottinghamshire. 
 
Correspondence 
 
An email had been received from Mr B Perrow (no postal address) 
on the subject of speeding traffic throughout the length of the A60 
road through the village. It was claimed by the writer speeds in 
excess of 80mph was sometimes reached. The letter also asked for 
provision of speed cameras along the route. The clerk was asked to 
forward the email to Coun. Adair for raising at County Hall. The 
council agreed to support part of the comments received.  
 
The council received a letter from NALC dealing with a need to 
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CCOUNCIL MINUTES 
encourage younger members of the community to become parish 
councillors. It was agreed to give support to the idea. It was felt one 
way to reach the younger generation would be to make good use of 
social media.  
 
Stat-Counter monthly figures for Bunny website showed in May 
the average daily traffic had been 28 views per day. 
 
Nottingham County Council’s Senior Proactive Monitoring and 
Enforcement officer Mr T J Turner wrote in regard to concerns of 
the council in respect of the Johnsons aggregates site on the former 
Bunny Brickworks site. He said at the time of his visit the 
stockpile heights were at or below the approved levels with the 
exception of one in the South West corner of the site which was 
probably 1-2m over the permitted height. He had asked for it to be 
reduced. On the dust management of the site he was reasonably 
happy but did note there was a build up of material in the kerb 
radii at the site entrance and along the very edge of the highway 
close to the site. He had requested they be swept. He had also 
pointed out some management measures that could be improved. 
He intended to visit the site again shortly. 
 
Rushcliffe Borough Council advised of their proposed Public Space 
Protection Order involving the control of dogs and this was 
supported. The Borough Council reported they are taking further 
steps towards being carbon neutral by 2030 and were to appoint a 
specific officer for the action. There was nothing new to report on 
the question of the Ash Lane right of way claim.  
 
Government minister Robert Jenrick advised of a Platinum Jubilee 
Civic Honours Competition being organised. It was a matter 
primarily for Borough and County councils.  
 
Rushcliffe Borough Council ward advised of possible boundary 
changes. The council were happy to continue as present. 
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BBUNNY PARISH  
Village hall 
 
Interior decorating was complete by Mr Squires. Quotation of £43 
by Jason Golding for all internal and external windows to be 
cleaned was approved. New bin for the kitchen was in place.  
 
Further spending on the hall is restricted because with no income 
from hiring there is no surplus cash to continue with the 
refurbishment. The clerk was to obtain new stickers for the fire 
extinguishers. Quote for a new backing on the Diamond Jubilee 
frame - £20 by Artvine Picture framing - was left in abeyance.  
 
The clerk was to check with the insurance if the EICR report is 
required every five years. The most recent pass report was 
February 2020. PAT testing is due July and it was agreed to again 
to co-ordinate the work with Church and Bunny and Bradmore 
charities. 
 
Village Hall administrator/caretaker - Job to be advertised in the 
Bunny Bulletin. The job role contract requires to be amended and 
updated, this includes setting of the heating in the village hall 
when the temperature drops below minuses. The matter was to be 
on the next agenda. 
 
Bunny Village web page - to move current village hall details to the 
history information and enter new information regarding hire of 
the village hall and new pictures on to the web page. Coun. I 
Featherstone/Coun. D Beckford to oversee. 
 
Planning 
 
Rushcliffe Borough Council Applications 
 
21/01341ful. Dave Farrow, Woodside Farm, Loughborough Road. 
Replace Velux window arrangements with a Dorma window. No 
objection. 
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CCOUNCIL MINUTES 
Rushcliffe Borough Council Decisions 
 
21/00468/ful. Mr Whitehead, Oak Tree Stables, Bunny Hill, Bunny. 
Proposed equine rehabilitation and remedial farriery facility, new 
access. Grant. 
 
21/0006 7/Conare. Mrs J Cripwell, Grange Farm House, Moor 
Lane. Thin out and copse 1 leading and girdled ash, 3 beech and 
one oak, on land west of Grange Farm. Approve. 
 
21/00710/ful. Mr M Lee, 1 Albert Road. Single storey porch. Grant. 
 
Environment 
The defibrillator had been installed. Coun. Beckford to enquire re 
further signage for it. The clerk was to seek payment from Bunny 
Charities of the £2,000 allocated by them towards the village hall 
improvement costs. The clerk was to seek comment from contractor 
Peter James in regard to grass cutting on the Green and adjacent 
land. Action needed to be taken to replace the damaged seat 
alongside Loughborough Road opposite Bunny Hall gardens. The 
clerk was also to enquire in regard to a replacement. 
 
Finance  
The meeting agreed payment of accounts as presented. The 
chairman said the request from the clerk for an improved salary 
had been agrees, the first since 2018. 
 
Casual vacancy 
Resignation of John Berridge. No parishioners had asked for an 
election and therefore the council could co-opt when the Borough 
give their decision. A notice advising the vacancy had been put on 
display prior to the meeting. 
 
Date of next meeting: July 15, 2021 at 7.00pm. 
 
* These minutes are subject to final approval by the council. 
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NORBURY NATTERS 
Middle of the Road 
This has a different meaning for residents of Main Street and Moor 
Lane. Walking down the middle of the road rather than on the 
pavement where it exists, has long been common practice. On 
hearing the approach of vehicles there is usually time to move out of 
the way and give the occupants a friendly wave, or on the odd 
occasion an appropriate gesture. However, with the growth of 
electric vehicles we will all have to be more careful. In the early 
days of electric cars, it was suggested that they should be equipped 
with an appropriate sound.  (cont. p26) 
 
Stop Cock Stumper 
In recent months there has been a spate of flooding from faulty 
stopcocks. In 2010 when ours went due to extremely low 
temperatures we were without water for 5 days. Repairs are now 
faster, but cold weather cannot have been the cause of the recent 
ones. Could it be ground movement, excessive water pressure, or a 
fault in manufacture of the modern plastic stop cocks? Perhaps 
Severn Trent could explain.  
 
Overtaking Oafs 
Vehicles exceeding the speed limit is bad enough, but overtaking in 
the 30mph area is something else. For some reason, it seems to 
occur in the early evening and recently, two motorcycles and a BMW 
overtook me in the short space between the bollards at Albert Road 
and the Hall entrance. Unfortunately, with the shock and speed 
they were travelling at it was not possible to read and memorise 
their number plates. 
 
Lorry Lunacy 
While I was waiting at the temp. lights at Bradmore, a large HGV 
jumped the lights. Fortunately, traffic from the other directions had 
not moved, but to my horror I then realised that the alternative was 
that he rammed my car from behind. I had a good idea that it was 
one of the regular speeding and tailgating offenders and contacted 
the company. However, it was so fast that I failed to note the Reg 
number and without this the company will do no more. (cont. p26) 
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Date  Time Event  Place 
      
1 Sunday 10.30am Communion Service St Mary’s 

4 Wednesday Blue & Green Bin Day  

5 Thursday 1.35pm Mobile library Convent   

  2.05pm Mobile library Rancliffe 

  2.30pm Mobile library Albert Rd 

8 Sunday  10.30am Communion Service St Mary’s 

11 Wednesday Grey Bin Day  

15 Sunday 10.30am Patronal Festival St Mary’s 

16 Monday  Bulletin deadline  

18 Wednesday Blue and Green Bin Day  

22 Sunday 10.30am Communion Service St Mary’s 

25 Wednesday Grey Bin Day  

29 Sunday Communion Service St Mary’s 10.30am 

30 Monday Bank Holiday  

VILLAGE DIARY FOR AUGUST 

Norbury Natters (cont. from p25) 
 
Bottles not Balls 
 
Not surprisingly, some ineligible bottle tops/lids can turn up at our 
door and occasionally other “odd” items. Recently a red and blue 
Scooby Doo dog ball was found in a bag. The doggie must be 
missing it and it can be reclaimed from 21 Main Street, 
particularly as Corni the roaming moggie has shown no interest, 
preferring to play with a pencil.  
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St Mary the Virgin Bunny with 
Bradmore Parish Church  

Churchwardens:  
Heather Paul  9845172 
Penny Wakefield 07531 903490 
Incumbent:  Rev.Tom Meyrick (rector@ksbb.org.uk) 

 Bunny Parish Council   
 Name Address Phone 
 John Alldred 42 Loughborough Road 921 2280 
 David Beckford 2 The Paddock 07414 004494  
 Izumi Featherstone 17 Albert Road 984 6466 
 Chris Rogers 11 Victoria Road 07919 593429 
 Steve Stubbs  23 Moor Lane  07843 052914   
 Nigel Sutton 1 The Paddock 07860 899585 
 Maria Webb 30 Moor Lane 921 3561 
 Dick Wilson Middle Barn, L’boro Road 940 6872 
 Mike Elliott 19/21 Main Street, 937 6506 
 (Clerk to the Council) Keyworth  

VILLAGE HALL HIRE COSTS 
 

Large and small hall together: £8 per hour (or £9 after 6pm) 
Small hall only: £4 per hour 

Commercial rate for full hall hire: £12 per hour 
 

To book, please contact Andrew Featherstone on 
07397 189535 or 0115 98 4646 

Email Bunny.villagehall@outlook.com  
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NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH REPORT 
 
The themes for this month – in addition to 
greeting new neighbours – are crime statistics, 
crime priorities, and the need for more NHW 
volunteers. 
 
A BUNNY WELCOME 
 
I’m sure older residents (in both senses) will want to join me in 
offering a warm welcome to new residents: 
 

Sam & Charlotte of 3 Victoria Road 
Sven & Emily of 8 Victoria Road 
Julian & Catherine Patel, and their children Jack, Katy & 
Aimee, of The Warren, Bunny Hall 

 
So far none of our new neighbours has a dog in their household, 
although Sven & Emily are dog lovers, and Sam & Charlotte are 
thinking of getting a pet, so this may change ere long! 
Please let me know about the arrival of other newcomers so the red 
carpet can be rolled out for them month by month. 
 
CRIME STATISTICS 
 
Every month our local Beat Manager, PC Kelly Carlile, compiles 
and circulates the statistics that are published in the Bunny 
Bulletin (see p19). I’d like to offer two points for consideration: 
 
(1) The fact that there are very few reported crimes in Bunny 
shouldn’t be taken as meaning that there are no unreported 
crimes. The crimes that are reported tend to be physical, whereas 
some other crimes are less tangible (e.g. fraud) but can still have a 
significant impact on the victims. (This will be one of my themes for 
next month.) 
(2) The scope of Neighbourhood Watch goes well beyond reported 
and unreported crimes to focus on neighbours looking out for each 
other, building safer and more inclusive communities. 
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CRIME PRIORITIES 
 
In her June “News from your MP”,  Rushcliffe’s MP, Ruth 
Edwards, reported that, following a meeting with 
Nottinghamshire’s newly-elected Police & Crime Commissioner, 
Caroline Henry, and taking into account inputs from citizens of 
Rushcliffe, their current Top 3 priorities for Rushcliffe are: 
 

Property crime 
Alcohol & drug abuse 
Domestic abuse/violence against women & girls. 

 
As noted in my earlier NHW reports, there are several ways in 
which residents of Bunny can feed in particular concerns that they 
would like to see prioritised, so do make use of them!  
It’s recently been announced that Inspector Craig Berry, who has 
been in charge of neighbourhood policing in the borough over the 
past five years, is transferring to a new role at Sherwood Lodge 
(the headquarters of Nottinghamshire Police), and Inspector Rob 
Lawton is taking over. NHW and RSVCSG (see last month’s NHW 
report) look forward to working with Inspector Lawton. 
 
NEIGHBOURHOOD WATCH – MORE VOLUNTEERS 
NEEDED 
 
The primary scope of NHW was noted above. In order to rejuvenate 
Bunny’s NHW scheme it would be helpful to have more volunteers 
to act as NHW Coordinators so that each part of the village has 
someone watching out for those who live there. The role doesn’t 
have to be onerous, and it doesn’t involve any confrontation – we’re 
not vigilantes! I’d be very pleased to hear from anyone who may be 
interested in learning more. 
 
Dick Wilson, Lead Neighbourhood Watch 
Coordinator 
Tel: 0115 940 6872 
E-mail: DickWilson@nottswatch.co.uk or 
dick.wilson@bunny.parish.email. 
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BUNNY ALLOTMENTS RECIPE OF THE MONTH 

Courgette and Dolcelatte Soup – Serves 4 
 
Ingredients: 
 
2 tbsp olive oil  
1 tbsp butter 
115g Dolcelatte cheese 
1tsp dried oregano 
1 pint veg stock 
1 medium onion, roughly chopped 
900g (2lbs) courgettes, evenly 
sliced, keep the skin on 
½ pint single cream (or low fat crème fraiche)  
Salt and black pepper 
 
Method: 
 
1. Heat butter and oil in a large pan over a medium heat until 

foaming. 
2. Add chopped onion and fry gently for 5 mins, stirring 

frequently. The onion should be softened but do not allow to 
brown. 

3. Add the sliced courgettes and oregano, salt and pepper to taste. 
4. Cook over a medium heat, stirring frequently to prevent 

sticking, for 10 minutes. 
5. Pour in the stock, bring to boil. Lower the heat, half cover the 

pan, and simmer gently, stirring occasionally, for 30 minutes. 
6. Add the cheese and stir until it’s melted. 
7. Process the soup using a stick blender or food processor. 
8. Add two thirds of the cream and stir over a low heat. Don’t 

allow it to boil. 
9. Pour into preheated bowls and swirl on the remaining cream. 
 Enjoy! 
 
Would you like an allotment? Please contact Cathy on 07803 
004582 or Sheila on 9213783. 
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YYour Letters 
Bunny and Bradmore Charities Student Grants 
 
The season for ‘A’ level results and decisions about future higher 
education is fast approaching. The Charities may be able to help 
students with a grant towards the costs of books or other course 
materials. 
The grants are payable from the income of the Apprentice Fee 
Charity which was set up by the Parkyns family over three 
hundred years ago.  
The aim of the Charity was to support young apprentices setting 
out on their chosen careers. Over the years the number and nature 
of apprenticeships having changed, the Charity sought, and the 
Charity Commission approved, extensions to the Charity’s scheme 
to permit the Charity to make grants to students undertaking 
higher education courses to assist in their purchase of books or 
other course materials. 
Young persons under the age of 25 years living in the parishes of 
Bunny, Bradmore or Costock undertaking a course of higher 
education are eligible for a one off grant. 
The scheme is not limited to new students and those already on a 
course who have not previously applied for a grant may be eligible 
also. If you feel that you meet the criteria or have sons or 
daughters who meet those criteria, they may apply in writing to 
the clerk to the trustees at the address below providing evidence of 
acceptance  onto their chosen course. Applications will be 
considered by the trustees at the next quarterly meeting following 
their receipt. The first meeting, subject to any change due to the 
Covid pandemic, is fixed for 1st September. 
 

Harry Barr 
Clerk to Bunny and Bradmore Charities 

63 Musters Road, Ruddington, NG11 6JB 
 

* Editor’s note: Last year the grant was £100. 
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THE HUNTRESS AND THE HUNTER 

On a still summer night, 
Under waxing August moon, 
Hunter hides on the height 
Slowly scanning site below. 
 
Senses strain hard to catch,  
Slightest sight and sound of 
prey. 
Armour blends so to match 
Patchwork shadow on the 
mould. 
 
Then a stir midst the glen 
Trips her instincts into gear, 
She flits from stem to stem 
Gliding down the rugged slope. 
 
Woodland floor’s close below  
Just a final leafy band, 
Stands between hungry foe 
And an unsuspecting prey. 
 
Then a black fearsome sight 
Brings the hunter to a halt. 
Monstrous shape framed in 
light, 
Overtops the floral coupe. 

 

Jaws like scythes gaping wide, 
Dark eyes catch a nascent 
plight. 
Claws reach out to divide, 
Crush and end the hunter so. 
 
Turning with nimble grace, 
Fast retreating up the slope, 
Hunter fast picks up pace, 
Gruesome killer closing fast. 
 
Out of deep wooded realm, 
Frightened hunter hunted now 
Spots an old fallen elm, 
Digs in deep in dirt below. 
 
Hunter prowls quite irate, 
As his dinner’s fled his plate, 
So re-joins Death’s estate, 
Suppertime will have to wait. 
 
Chris Terrell-Nield 2021 

 
 Pterostichus madidus eating 

mealworm (top) and Ocypus 
olens (Devil’s coach horse) 
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Notes From Bunny Wood 
This scene could be in India, the huntress a small leopard cat, the 
accidental prey a tiger. In fact, it’s by the wood bank that borders 
the northern ride and they are both beetles. It’s all a matter of 
scale. 
We have over 150 species of beetles recorded from the wood. Our 
two most common families are ground beetles (Carabidae) and rove 
beetles (Staphylinidae).  
Pterostichus madidus is our huntress, and one of the most 
frequently seen carabids. 12-15 mm long it is black with black, red, 
or brown legs.  
Strongly predatory, P. madidus catches a wide variety of small 
prey, including other beetles. During its summer breeding season, 
it becomes very active and often enters houses. In close up you may 
see it flex its antennae or use its front legs to clean them. Hence 
“twitchy clock” or “black clock beetle”.  
Her potential prey is Ocypus olens, our largest staphylinid beetle 
(up to 32 mm) with a reputation and habits that have earned it the 
name “Devil’s coach horse”. It has a black body with short wing 
cases and a long abdomen.  
When threatened, the beetle raises its abdomen scorpion-like and 
opens its powerful jaws. It also produces a strong scent from glands 
in its abdomen (olens = “oily”).  
Often found scavenging dead insects and in churchyards, in the 
Middle Ages it was thought to curse people by pointing its raised 
body in their direction. In Ireland, O. olens was believed to eat the 
bodies of sinners, so the link with Death’s domain is 
understandable. Fortunately, our nimble hunter survived. 
Unfortunately, Ocypus olens larvae are semi-subterranean and 
very good at digging… 
 
* Don’t forget that the Big Butterfly Count runs until Sunday 
August 8. Find a spot and count butterflies for 15 minutes during 
bright (preferably sunny) weather. For details and to send your 
results see: https://bigbutterflycount.butterfly-conservation.org/. 
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CHIRPINGS 
Notes on birds and nature in the garden 

By the time you read this you might be sweltering in the full-on 
heat of a globally warmed summer – or maybe not, maybe it was 
two fine days and a thunderstorm a week or two back. 
Either way, global warming is having an effect right across the 
planet, with average temperatures and frequency, duration and 
intensity of heatwaves increasing. So how do our garden birds cope 
with our British heatwaves?   
Much like us, their first line of defence is to seek shade in the 
hottest part of the day. You may have noticed the garden becomes 
very quiet, just about the time you may be considering a siesta 
yourself.   
This of course means they are cutting themselves off from their 
usual food supply, but at least in this country it is not (usually) all 
day every day to the point where they might starve.   
Perhaps more 
importantly, they 
need access to water 
to prevent 
dehydration and this 
is where we can 
really help by 
making sure that 
fresh water is readily 
available to them for 
a cooling bathe and a 
drink, refilling dried 
up bird baths and 
putting out extra dishes for them.   
Birds don’t have sweat glands to keep themselves cool, so they 
have to use other methods – birds of prey will use thermals to ride 
up into cooler air away from the heat radiating from the ground.  
Some birds hold the beak open to pant, though of course they can’t 
manage to hold onto prey at the same time.  
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Others, closer to the ground, will turn away from the sun and 
stand tall, raise their feathers, hold the wings drooping part-way 
open, expose their uninsulated bare legs and try to cool off  that 
way.  
Pigeons and doves are lucky, they can lose heat through their skin 
by increasing the blood flow to small vessels under the skin 
surface. Apparently they can survive temperatures up to 60 
degrees Centigrade – I struggle at half that!  
So while you’re basking in (hopefully!) a splendid hot summer, 
spare a thought for your garden birds huddled away in whatever 
shade they can find in your garden and thirsty for a drink or a 
cooling bathe. 

        Sheila Clark 

COUNCIL LOOKING INTO LORRY COMPLAINT 
 
Bunny Parish Council has asked the highways department at 
Notts County Council to look into a complaint involving problems 
regarding heavy lorries using roads in the village. 
One resident has claimed that over the last few weeks, Monday to 
Friday just around 5am, there have been some large vehicles going 
by their row of houses on Gotham Lane in quick succession. 
"Now I would normally be asleep at this point, however the 
vibrations of the vehicles and the noise as they speed by have been 
waking us up, including my 5-year-old daughter,” the resident 
said.  
“Once again this morning 5.05am, at least 4-5 vehicles thundered 
by. I didn't get up in time to see them, but they were large enough 
to shake the house as they drove on through." 
The resident has asked what can be done about this, in case there 
is any breach of any agreements around what time specific lorries 
can be driving along this stretch of road.  
The parish council has taken up the matter with the County, 
sharing the concerns of the local resident. 
 

Mike Elliott 
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Mike Elliott recalls the day when football almost came 
home to Bunny 

Mike’s Memories 

Life is full of coincidences but it is hard to imagine what was such 
an amazing similarity between Bunny Football Club and the 
England soccer team of 2021. The narrow margin between glory 
and disappointment which was suffered by Gareth Southgate’s 
men at Wembley was strangely reminiscent to events on a football 
ground in Nottinghamshire 66 years ago. 
In that year I was 18 and had served for four years as secretary of 
Bunny FC, having stepped into the breach when the club was 
about to fold because there was no-one to lead it. 
I was football crazy and being secretary to a man’s team at the age 
of 14 pushed me into the limelight in  many ways, and gave me a 
dream job when the club president Bertram Edwards of Bunny 
Hall asked if I wanted to work in the office at Notts County,  where 
he was a member of the Board of Directors at  Meadow Lane. That 
was in 1956 and I didn’t  need asking twice! 
The village club, with its dressing rooms based at the Rancliffe 
Arms - which meant a walk alongside the main road for the 
visiting opponents players to get them down to the ground in 
Bunny Park at the end of Wysall Lane - had varied successes. 
I was lucky to be involved with Bunny FC as in 1956 football fever 

hit the village in a big way. The team, as 
members of the Nottingham and District 
Football League, battled to the final of the 
league cup after beating Cotgrave 2-1 in the 
semi final played at Keyworth, thanks to goals 
from  Mick Yardley and Vic Gunn. 
And the club’s appearance in the final brought 
about a ‘local derby’ clash, because the other 
finalists were the local works team at Ransome 
and Marles, the Newark ball bearing firm with 
a factory on Gotham Lane in Bunny. Rivalry 
between the two sides was immense and the 
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interest in the game was highlighted with a back page lead story in 
the Evening Post on April 27, the night before the cup final 
game at Woodview, Colwick. 
Around 2,000 people – who paid 9d and children 3d to be there - 
were present to watch the game including three coachloads of 
Bunny supporters who made the trip for the evening kick off. The 
Bunny team that night, with nine-year-old Anthony James as 
mascot, was goalkeeper Bill Hall, full backs bothers John and 
Peter Hibbitt, John 
Henson, Ken Wing, 
Barry Burman, Vic 
Gunn, Les Hibbitt, 
Ken Robinson, John 
Wightman and Ken 
Lee. 
And just like England 
in the Euro Cup 
Final, the village side 
were given a dream 
start scoring inside 
the first minute of the 
game through Ken Lee. But just like England the Bunny side were 
denied the glory of taking the trophy and Ransomes, who turned 
out to be league winners as well that season, netted twice to 
register a 2-1 defeat over  gallant Bunny. (Note: I missed seeing 
the Bunny goal.  League secretary Ernest Nairn gave me the job of 
locking the dressing rooms and I was doing that when Ken, who 
lived on Victoria Road with his parents, and brothers Mick and 
Godfrey, scored. I heard the cheers but that was all!) 
Horspools bakery at Ruddington presented ten loaves of bread to 
Mrs Marshall (Connie) at the Rancliffe towards food to serve for 
the fans  when they returned after the game. And we were so busy 
serving drinks until 10.30 (the landlord got an extension from the 
Nottingham Licensing magistrates of 30 minutes) we totally forgot 
the food. So the next day my job was to hand it out to Sunday 
lunchtime customers and to take small bags of sandwiches to the 
local old age pensioners in the village. 
It was a big occasion for the village but just like England the 
dream of cup final success was perhaps never meant to be.  
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Six Acre Nurseries: 

Olenka Bacon pays a visit to Six Acre Nurseries in Costock 
to find out about planned changes at the site 
 
For the last eight years or so, along with Penny Wakefield, I have 
been designing and maintaining the various planters around the 
village - and when out and about with trug, trowel and twine in 
hand, I am often asked about the choice of plants and where they 
are purchased.  
Of course, there are many keen gardeners in the village who offer 
contributions of their own propagated plants, often from seed, as I 
do from my own garden, or help with maintenance and watering, 
but many are purchased from our local Six Acre Nurseries at 
Costock.   
Four years ago, the previous owners Jo and John Morris were an 
invaluable source of advice and inspiration, often retaining new 
stock for us to plant up once the time was right.   

On a recent visit I met up with the new 
manager David Stockdale who endorsed 
this by saying that he really benefited 
from the testament they had left and 
had frequently drawn upon their 
horticultural advice. In addition to 
building on the excellent work of the 
previous owners, he was keen to share 
his vision for the future of the nursery 
and how he planned to further extend 
the range of seasonal plants, fruit and 
trees. 
The Nursery is linked to WHM Work 
Connections which provides person-
centred support and horticultural 

training for adults with disabilities. Along with horticultural skills, 
WHM provides a wide range of vocational training from its main 
site based on a working dairy farm in Seagrave.  
I met with one of the owners Helen Sedgwick who - after spending 
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many years in the adult social care sector - had, along with a 
colleague, identified a real need to provide adults with training and 
skills to move into the workplace and gain employment 
opportunities. Six Acre Nurseries provides an excellent place for 
the students to learn skills in a full working environment. 
As the nursery reopened after the initial lockdown, it soon became 
apparent there were many new and 
inexperienced gardeners. With the 
customer base shifting towards a 
younger demographic, David felt it 
was an ideal opportunity to provide 
more services to help inspire 
gardeners with families.  
New customers were asking many 
more different and varied 
questions; suggestions for planting 
an evergreen border or the best 
shrubs or trees to give a screen 
from neighbours or buildings, 
advice on summer bedding, or 
those plants most suited to a shady 
garden.  
It soon became apparent that 
improving the opportunities for customers to learn about the 
plants and horticulture helped increase interest and engagement. 
He wanted to provide them with ideas and ‘packages’ to suit 
different gardens, conditions and interests along with information 
boards covering various aspects of horticulture.  
Ensuring it was as easy as possible for the customer to find their 
way around became an important factor. A new map will guide 
people through the nursery in an informative way with improved 
signage. This, along with a brand new website, is hoped to be 
completed in the coming months. 
It is also increasing its stock of fruit and ornamental trees to 
around 900 by using another two or so acres of land on the nursery. 
In fact, Six Acres is closer to nine - with the vast majority of the 

‘More than a plant centre’ 
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site dedicated to growing on ‘behind-the-scenes’.  
As environmental issues become an ever more present factor 
within horticulture, David was keen to talk about the nursery’s 
conservation projects, along 
with its reduction in use and 
sale of peat based composts, 
pot recycling and reduced use 
of chemical pesticides. I was 
also invited to look at the 
ongoing work on a converted 
paddock and grassland 
where students were helping 
to establish a nature trail; a 
winding path cut through the 
meadow, clearing a copse for ‘den building’ whilst providing 
opportunities for developing wildlife skills.  
Another creation is the ‘Play Patch’ - a dedicated area given over to 
an enclosure for goats and chickens from the dairy farm and run 
with the help of students training in animal welfare. Outside this 
enclosure I noticed a wonderful red tractor near some picnic tables 
and then on the edge of the developing nature trail a large ‘bee and 
bug hotel’. 
Of course, as with all businesses the various ‘lockdowns’ brought 
new challenges and meant the closure of the nursery and delays in 
reopening, although David was delighted by the customer response 

when the nursery temporarily 
adjusted to an online only business. 
Upon reopening after lockdown it 
was able to offer a café takeaway 
service and farm shop to sell 
produce from the dairy farm, 
including conserves and pickles 
along with some craft gifts made by 
staff and student in the rural skills 
classes. 

Moving around the nursery to take photographs I was hit by a 
beautiful array of colours, seasonal annuals, roses, perennials, 
shrubs and fruit in fine quality and inspiring displays.  
I look forward to seeing these projects coming to fruition. 
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BUNNY BULLETIN INFORMATION 
 
ONLINE 
Editions can be viewed online at www.bunnyvillage.org.uk. 
 
DIARY PAGES 
If you are holding an event and would like it included in the 
Village Diary pages, please contact Heather on 0115 9845172. 
 
COPY 
E-mail copy to: editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com. Please send text 
articles as Word documents (.docx); spreadsheets as Excel files 
(.xls) and pictures as JPEGs (.jpg). Handwritten items can be deliv-
ered to Erica at 34 Main Street (please include a contact number). 
 
COPY DEADLINE 
Deadline for next edition: Mon Aug 16 
Delivery of next edition: Sat Aug 28 / Sun Aug 29 
  
ADVERTISING 
Enquiries to cjeanb36@hotmail.com. 

DISTRIBUTION 
If you have not received your current issue, contact your local 
distributor or ring Phil Brown on 0115 9211791. 
 
COMMITTEE 
Editor: editor.bunnybulletin@gmail.com.  
Invoicing & Minutes: Chris Brown, 36 Main Street, 9211791 
Diary Editor & Treasurer: Heather Paul, 148 Loughborough Road, 
9845172 
 
Disclaimer: Any opinions expressed in the Bunny Bulletin are not necessarily 
those of the Editorial Committee, who reserve the right to edit material as and 
when it is considered appropriate. 
 
Please note: Articles in the Bunny Bulletin are for circulation to the residents of 
Bunny village and for others by subscription only. The information they contain is 
not to be printed in any other publication without the author’s express permission. 
This also applies to articles viewable on the village website. 
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LOCAL GROUPS 

 
 Allotments 
 Sheila 0115 9213783 or Cathy 07803 004582 
 
 Baby & Toddlers 
 Nikki 07944 687260 or Steve 07843 052914 
 
 Bunny Improvement Group 
 Pete 0115 9213213 (petepearson44@gmail.com) 
 
 Church Bell Ringing 
 Marilyn 0115 9844081 
 
 Church Choir 
 Heather 0115 9845172 
 
 Community Choir 
 Kate 0115 9847090 (kate.m.hunt@outlook.com)  
 
 Fabric Fundraisers 
 Jan 0115 9841570 
 
 Friends of Bunny School 
 friendsofbunnyschool@gmail.com 
 
 Gardeners 
 Graham 0115 9846253 
 
 Handbells 
 John 0115 9211335 
 
 History 
 Jan 0115 9841570 
 
 Lunch Bunch 
 Jan 0115 9841570 
 
 Men’s Institute 
 Bob 01509 768184 or David 0115 8374922  
 
 Messy Church 
 Joey (joeyhamilton102@gmail.com) 
 
 Women's Institute 
 Angi 07970 801709  
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USEFUL TELEPHONE NUMBERS   

Bunny Primary School 0115 921 2727 
Church House Surgery, Ruddington 0115 984 7101 
Church View Dental Practice, Ruddington 0115 984 8024 
Crimestoppers UK 0800 555111 
East Leake Health Centre 01509 852181 
East Leake Leisure Centre 01509 852956 
Electricity Loss of Supply  105 
Floodline 0345 988 1188 
Gas Emergency 0800 111999 
Hate Crime Helpline 0800 138 1625 
Keyworth Dental Surgery 0115 937 5828 
Keyworth Health Centre 0115 937 3527 
Keyworth Leisure Centre 0115  937 5582 
Keyworth Library 0115 937 3509 
Leakline & Sewer Problems 0800 783 4444 
Neighbourhood Watch Co-ordinator 0115 940 6872 
NHS Direct  111 
Nottingham City Hospital 0115 969 1169 
Nottinghamshire County Council 0300 500 8080 
Police (if crime in progress call 999)  101 
Queen's Medical Centre 0115 924 9924 
Ruddington Library 0115 921 2309 
Ruddington Medical Centre 0115 921 1144 
Rushcliffe Borough Council 0115 981 9911 
South Wolds Academy 0115 937 3506 
Telephone Preference Service 0207 291 3320 
Treeline Dental Care, Keyworth 0115 937 2226 
Village Dental Practice, East Leake 01509 852399 
Village Hall Administrator 0115  984 6466 


